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Former VIP Gambler Bites Back At A Segment
Under Threat
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With the entire idea of VIP gambling currently under intense scrutiny in the UK, an ex-gambling addict and current
campaigner has questioned the ethics of rewarding high-rollers to an audience of Gambling Commission officials.

"When I hear 'VIP' I just think, 'mug punter'," said Tony Parente, a former gambling addict who now works with charity
Gordon Moody on education initiatives around the UK and was also the subject of a recent BBC Panorama
documentary on problem gambling.

Parente, who says he is not anti-gambling, nevertheless believes that the reliance of UK operators on a small group of
high spending players should be closely examined.

It is a subject that has been on the Gambling Commission’s radar since at least 2018 and was one of the key areas
challenged by the controversial All Party Parliamentary Group on Gambling Related Harm report.

"You don’t become a VIP if you’re a winner," said Parente, "but it makes you feel like a winner."

Curbs on gambling advertising will not mean much to high spenders in the throes of an addiction, he added, as the
desire to gamble is constant. However, emails from his VIP manager with special offers were a very effective way of
getting him to place a bet, he said.

Parente was speaking at last week’s KnowNOW conference on "Responsible Marketing for Gambling Operators", in
front of an audience that included Gambling Commission executive director Ian Angus and other regulators.

There is a sullen consensus among gambling companies that the VIP model is at risk of a regulatory crackdown.

Even where companies claim to "not have VIPs", persistent questioning has often revealed they do have a group of
high spending customers who are given special treatment.

That fact was echoed last week by David Clifton, a consultant at Clifton Davies, who took part in a
GamblingCompliance webinar on how operators can responsibly manage their VIP customers.

"There will always be VIPs while inducements to gamble are legal," said Clifton.

He and other panellists, including Regulus Partners director Dan Waugh and Genting UK compliance chief Jon Duffy,
were doubtful that operators could cut down on their VIP dependence under current market conditions.

However, they face concerns from regulators that too much profit is derived from big spending players that are, like
Tony Parente, problem gamblers.

But as of yet, said Waugh, there is not enough academic work to demonstrate this link.

The single study that has been conducted involved land-based high-rollers in Macau, the conclusions of which were
unlikely to be very portable to the UK, he said.

That should not serve as an excuse for inaction, said Waugh, who pointed to the recent failure to stave off stake cuts
to fixed-odds betting terminals as an object lesson in bad practice.

He also pointed to the negative language used by operators to refer to VIPs as one contributing factor to souring
public and regulator perception.

The use of terms like "bonus abuse", "lifetime value" and "promiscuous players", said Waugh, "doesn’t indicate a huge
amount of care for customers".

Gambling operator responsibility towards their VIPs is improving, claimed Duffy, although he admitted that the tension
between a VIP manager’s commercial prerogative and an obligation to look after a player’s wellbeing still presents a
significant hurdle.

Separately, Waugh and Parente both drew attention to common VIP practices likely to meet with regulatory
disapproval, even without firm evidence linking them to problem gambling. These include charging empty accounts
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with free cash, especially when they have been dormant for some time.

Rob Mabbett from Gordon Moody also shared a screenshot at the KnowNOW event, submitted by a problem gambler
who has been through treatment and self-excluded, which showed how he is still receiving tens of emails a day with
VIP offers from affiliates.

Even before a wholesale regulatory crackdown takes place, there is some early evidence to suggest that VIPs are
jumping offshore before they are pushed.

Recent financial results from 888 and Jackpotjoy, among others, have cited high-roller leakage to the black market as
a noticeable drag on revenue. Recently ramped up anti-money laundering requirements are likely to blame, said
industry sources.

Among a raft of new commitments unveiled by cross-industry trade group the Betting and Gaming Council includes a
plan to develop a code of conduct for VIP promotions.

But, warned Waugh, the industry will have to move fast to stay ahead of accelerating public and political expectations.

See also:
Podcast: How can gambling operators responsibly manage VIPs? (Part one)
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